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Petite Jamilla using
Arub Dalal Double
Veils in the 2008

Bellydnce Superstars
Show

Prices are for Labor only, all material is provided by client for costumes !
Plain Harem Pants
$30.00+Fabric
“Endless Wave” Harem Pants w/o trim
$85.00+Fabric
“Endless Wave” Harem Pants with trim
$110.00+Fabric
“Endless Wave” Harem Pants with hand sewn sequins $160.00+Fabric

Turkish Gwazhee Coat
Turkish Gwazhee Coat reversible
Open or Closed Goumlek

$65.00 + Fabric
$100.00 + Fabric
$45.00 + Fabric

FABRIC INCLUDED IN PRICE FOR ALL VEILS

ALL DOUBLE VEILS MEASUREMENTS ARE 2 1/2 YARDS X 45”
THIS IS STANDARD OTHER SIZES HAVE TO BE REQUESTED!
Double veils solid colors (811 non-silk fabric with trim) $120.00
Double veils dyed multiple colors (100% 8mm silk w/o trim) $140.00
Double veils dyed multiple colors (100% 8mm silk with trim) $155.00
Take $25 off of above prices for one veil only.
Because dying is not an exact science, colors may vary

Rectangular veils 3 yards long 45” wide
Synthetic Fabric (solid colors)
8 mm silk hand dyed

$ 50.00 each
$ 75.00 each

4 or 5 tiered 25yard ruffled skirt
Single layer Panel Skirt
Double layer Panel Skirt
5 panel circle skirt
5 panel circle skirt with ruffle
Trim Labor is extra
Mermaid/Trunk Skirt

$125.00
$ 55.00
$ 75.00
$125.00
$150.00

Cowel Neck Halter Top

$ 45.00

$ 75.00

Flutter Pants with Tie Top (ALL FABRIC PROVIDED BY CLIENT)
Set - single layer pants and tie top
$120.00
Set - double layer pants and tie top
$160.00
Flutter Pants
$ 85.00
Flutters with D-ring lacing
$140.00
Flutters (D-ring lacing) doubled with Flutter pants $200.00

Amberetta
wearing
Flutters
with D-ring
lacing coupled
with Flutter
Pants
designed by
Arub Dalal
Photos by Mickey Roundtree

Skirt Pants (ALL FABRIC PROVIDED BY CLIENT)
Bottom layer 4 or 5 tiers 10 yards each leg
10 yards of lightweight fabric
needed
Carnival Pants $175.00
3 yards of 4 way stretch fabric
and 3 yards of chiffon fabric 8
different colors 4 cones of
multi-colored serger thread
needed

$125.00

Majida Anwar

Prices subject to change without notice. Custom costuming pricing
available upon request. Designs and materials are discussed before
prices are set.
Custom costuming pricing available upon request. Designs and
materials are discussed before prices are set. Custom beaded belts
and bras designed and created. Pricing available upon request. I do
all of the bead work by hand, and all of my fringe is strung by me!
All costumes pieces are made with a serger to ensure no fraying
seams.
Feel free to ask about costume pieces that are not mentioned above. I
have included some of my creations for your perusal! Color
swatches on the following pages are for non-silk veils only!, and
because veils are made to order, delivery time is approximately 3-4
weeks.

performing in a
bra creation by
Arub Dalal
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performing with
Double Veils by
Arub Dalal

